Young people who cut themselves: can understanding the reasons guide the treatment?
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SUMMARY
Young people who cut themselves may do so for reasons that go beyond diagnosis. Relevant processes include responses to trauma, coping, emotion regulation and cultural identification. Some clinicians regard those who self-harm negatively or consider one therapeutic approach to be suitable for all. This article explores the possible mechanisms involved when young people cut themselves and discusses therapeutic approaches in the light of these. Clinicians and researchers are encouraged to refine, develop and research interventions for young people who self-harm by cutting.
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This article seeks to promote a dialogue about designing interventions that move away from a homogenised approach to young people who cut themselves. Young people themselves are asking for this (Storey 2005). The act of cutting one’s skin is not a diagnosis in its own right and the behaviour continues to attract stigma from public and professionals alike (Saunders 2011). We explore the literature examining the reasons why young people cut themselves. We then consider how this might guide the choice of interventions and directions for future research.

Terminology
Many terms have been used over the years for those who cut their own skin. The direct destruction or alteration of body tissue, usually without conscious suicidal intent, has been described as self-mutilation (Favazza 1998), self-injury (Nock 2010) and non-suicidal self-injury (NSSI) (Andover 2012). Here, we refer to it simply as ‘cutting’. Where possible, we have drawn on research specific to adolescents presenting with cutting. Where the literature on cutting is sparse, we have referred to self-harm research more broadly. We recognise that there is an ongoing debate about terminology. Andover et al (2012) give a good account of this. One of the points they make is that current nomenclature invariably leads to heterogeneous groups and these are not helpful clinically. We therefore seek to explore cutting and understand individual motivation as a driver for treatment. Although we recognise its importance, it is not our intention to focus on nomenclature.

Prevalence
Box 1 summarises key studies showing rates of self-harm and mutilation among young people in various countries.

Stigma and heterogeneity
Ideally, any young person who presents to services having cut themselves should be offered a full assessment by a mental health professional (Hawton 1996; National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence 2004). Cutting by a young person provokes a range of attitudes and thoughts in healthcare professionals, some of which are negative (Friedman 2006). A recent Young Minds report (2012) in the UK suggests that up to 50% of professionals struggle to empathise with or understand young people who self-harm. Other research found that some young people who received care from counsellors or clinicians felt that they were not listened to (Storey 2005). The role of health professionals is to improve the health trajectory of the young person, so they need to understand what is going on and how they might help.

Some clinicians have a tendency to consider young people who cut their own skin as one homogeneous group (Jeffery 2002). Research suggests that some professionals see both adults and young people who self-harm as ‘attention-seeking’ (Taylor 2009; Saunders 2011), and many divide them into subgroups such as ‘the worthy depressed’ and those with personality disorders (McAllister 2003). Unfortunately, these subcategories are not helpful in terms of designing support and therapies to help young people move forward developmentally into a healthier trajectory.
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Box 1 Rates of self-harm and cutting among young people

Estimated incidence of cutting: between 0.7 and 7% (Favazza 1989; Hawton 2002)
Lifetime prevalence of self-harm among 6020 15- and 16-year-old pupils in 41 comprehensive, grammar and independent schools in England: 7%; two most commonly reported methods: self-cutting (64.6%) and self-poisoning (30.7%); only 12.6% had gone to hospital as a result (Rodham 2004)
Retrospective study of adults and adolescents in the UK comparing 428 people who cut themselves with 11065 who took overdoses of medication: those who had cut were more likely to be male, live alone, misuse alcohol and have low suicidal intent (Hawton 2004)

Lifetime prevalence of cutting in a school-based survey in the north of England: 23% ‘at least once’ (Hall 2010a)
Proportion of 5604 15- and 16-year-olds from Scotland and Ireland who reported acts of self-harm: 11.4% (O’Connor 2012)
Lifetime prevalence of cutting among 245 American university students: 13.8% (Favazza 1989)
Lifetime prevalence of cutting among over 4000 Finnish 13- to 18-year-olds: 11.5%; current cutting: 1.8% (Laukkanen 2009)
1-year prevalence of self-harm (including methods such as deliberate reckless driving) in 1699 Australian 15- to 16-year-olds: 5%; significantly more girls reported cutting (Patton 1997)
Lifetime prevalence of ‘self-mutilation’ in community sample of 352 South Australian young people: 9%; no difference in prevalence between boys and girls (Martin 1995)
Lifetime prevalence of self-harm among 1800 Australian teenagers: 10% of girls, 6% of boys; large reductions in this behaviour on entering young adulthood (Moran 2012)

The most pressing question facing the clinician is the nature of care a young person and their family should receive to improve the young person’s mental health. Neither the act of cutting itself nor the broad terminology used to describe it (e.g. NSSI or self-harm) gives any reliable pointer as to what type of therapeutic support to provide. A unified approach to understanding cutting is unlikely to be helpful; for example, a depressed and suicidal young person may need quite different interventions from a young person who is cutting as part of a peer culture.

Why do young people cut themselves?

In a study of 6020 English teenagers (Rodham 2004), those who had harmed themselves in any way (n=398) were asked to describe in their own words why they thought they had done so. They were also asked to choose from a list of eight reasons that had been drawn up from previous research (Box 2). Eighteen per cent gave the spontaneous reason for their behaviour as ‘depression’. Those who had cut themselves reported things such as being angry at themselves or wanting to relieve tension. Less than 1% of those who had cut themselves mentioned wanting to die, compared with 10% of those who had poisoned themselves. Box 2 lists the eight reasons the teenagers were asked to choose from, reordered to show the top four motives they selected. Box 3 lists evidence-based reasons for self-cutting.

Hawton & Harriss (2004) found that young people who cut themselves were less likely to express a desire to die than those who took an overdose, less likely to seek medical attention and more likely to act impulsively – fewer individuals who cut contemplated the act for more than an hour beforehand. They reported more feelings of depression, of anger at self and of wanting relief from tension. Additionally, females who cut themselves were more likely to report that they had

Box 2 List of reasons young people chose from to explain why they cut themselves

- I wanted to get relief from a terrible state of mind
- I wanted to punish myself
- I wanted to die
- I wanted to show how desperate I was feeling
- I wanted to find out if someone really loved me
- I wanted to get some attention
- I wanted to frighten someone
- I wanted to get my own back on someone

a. The first four on this list are the reasons most commonly chosen in the study (Rodham 2004).

Box 3 Evidence-based reasons for self-cutting

- Psychosis
- Depression
- Obsessive–compulsive disorder
- Release from predicament or present/past trauma
- Emotion regulation/coping:
  - anger, guilt or self-blame
  - inadequate coping strategies
  - feelings of loss of control or detachment
- Alcohol and drug use
- Personality disorder
- Unhealthy care-seeking
- Cultural identification
wanted to punish themselves and had been trying to find relief from a particular state of mind.

Conte (2004) interviewed ten young women in the community about their experiences of cutting, using a grounded theory approach. They found that family problems, peer influences, co-occurring emotional/behavioural problems and cultural influences were all important factors.

Are there clinical subgroups among adolescents who cut themselves?

The National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) guidelines for the longer-term management of self-harm (National Collaborating Centre for Mental Health 2011) cite a number of studies that found certain psychological characteristics to be associated with self-harm, including cutting (Box 4).

Diagnostic groupings may be helpful in designing some interventions (e.g. cutting occurring in the context of depression), since there is an evidence base to draw from. However, not all young people who cut themselves have a mental illness. The following sections explore evidence-based explanations for cutting in young people, with subsequent discussion about possible therapeutic avenues. To avoid excluding areas of the literature, some of these sections relate to diagnostic groups, and others, in the absence of diagnosis, relate to psychosocial processes.

Psychotic illness

Patel & Upthegrove (2009) investigated the frequency of self-harm among individuals presenting to psychiatric services with a first episode of psychosis. A high rate of self-harm was found: 32% of people referred to the service during a 1-year period had harmed themselves, predominantly by cutting. Comparison of those who presented with self-harm with those who did not suggests that teenagers (as opposed to older patients) and females are more likely to self-harm.

Nishida and colleagues (2010) investigated associations between psychotic-like experiences (subclinical hallucinatory or delusional symptoms) and self-harm. Such experiences occur not only in patients with psychotic disorders but also in people without a psychiatric diagnosis. The study found that psychotic-like experiences are associated with self-harm among 12- to 15-year-olds and that self-harm is more prevalent in young people with a greater number of psychotic-like experiences. Most commonly, however, cutting occurs without any psychotic illness or symptoms.

Depressive illness

A study of 432 children and young people with bipolar disorder revealed that about 20% engaged in some form of self-harm during a depressive episode (Esposito-Smithers 2010). Adolescents psychiatric in-patients who had cut themselves reported that self-injury helped them ‘cope with feelings of depression’, and depressive symptomatology was associated with the number and intensity of motivations for cutting behaviours (Kumar 2004). Menninger (1938) described self-harm as an effort to avert completed suicide, with a ‘sense of relief’ that suicide has been avoided (Pattison 1983).

Among secondary-school pupils, those who self-harm show higher levels of depressive and anxious symptomatology (Martin 1995; Moran 2012). However, adult studies suggest that, although some people with self-cutting behaviours have low mood or depression, many do not, and in some studies the rates are no higher than in the general population (Klonsky 2003). This suggests that there are other reasons why people cut themselves and these need alternative management strategies. There may also be a stronger association with low mood in adolescents than in adults (Ross 2002) and this relationship needs to be researched further in adolescents.

In community samples, there is a clear difference between adolescents who have attempted suicide and those who have engaged in self-injury for other reasons (Muehlenkamp 2004).

Obsessive–compulsive thinking

Several researchers have theorised about the role of obsessive and compulsive spectrum disorders and the presence of an ‘addictive’ quality to some self-harm behaviour in adolescents (Nixon 2002). Favazza (1998) notes that some young people cut compulsively, likening it to trichotillomania: the need to cut sets up a craving where tension builds until the young person cuts themselves, whereupon that tension is then relieved for a time. Sometimes, thoughts of the safety or harm of others accompany...
the act (Gregory 2012). Nixon et al’s (2002) study of young people admitted to hospital with self-injury reported that 41 of 42 young people had three or more addictive symptoms as defined in the World Health Organization’s research diagnostic criteria for dependence syndromes.

McKay & Andover (2011) propose that various forms of NSSI have behavioural and cognitive features in common with obsessive–compulsive disorder (OCD). There is overlap between self-reported motivations for skin-picking, which in adults include lessening feelings of tension and frustration (Arnold 1998), and self-reported motivations for cutting. Croyle & Waltz (2007) examined characteristics associated with mildly injurious (cutting, burning) self-harm in a sample of young adults. Both types of self-harm were associated with some obsessive–compulsive characteristics. Yaryura-Tobias et al (1995) describe 19 women (ages 13–39) with OCD and symptoms of self-cutting. The authors suggest that there is an ‘OCD subset’ of people who cut themselves.

Release from a predicament (and associations with present or past trauma)

Cutting or other forms of self-harm may provide temporary respite from a predicament (i.e. to avoid trauma) or a mechanism related to its aftermath (e.g. emotion regulation, see below). Young people may use self-injury to avoid or escape from difficult situations or demands, and this is the case in both those with intellectual disability (Iwata 1990; Horner 1991) and those without (Nock 2005). It may also help to reduce undesired social demands (Nock 2010).

In abusive contexts, some young people may self-injure in an attempt to avoid punishment or abuse (Lang 2011).

Trauma may also have more lasting associations with self-harm. Many studies have found a high prevalence of past trauma, sexual abuse or neglect among young people who cut themselves (Low 2000; Gratz 2002). Yip et al (2002) identify two groups of predictors. First, they describe ‘childhood precursors’ such as placement in the care system, parental divorce, serious illness and surgery, physical and sexual abuse, and impulse control disorders in family members; and second, ‘adolescent conditions’ such as recent loss, body alienation, substance misuse and peer conflict.

Other studies suggest increased associations with antisocial behaviour (Moran 2012). Post-traumatic stress disorder in association with cutting has also been described (Jones 1996), suggesting a relationship to trauma (e.g. sexual abuse) (Gratz 2002). Other less traumatic predicaments, including bullying, are also associated with self-harm in both genders (O’Connor 2012).

Emotion regulation and coping

In the same way that a young person may wish to avoid a predicament or situation, they may want to avoid an unwanted emotional experience (Chapman 2006), which may or may not be associated with past trauma. In adults, the wish to put an end to intolerable tension in the context of overwhelming affect emerges as a commonly reported reason for cutting (Suyemoto 1998; Yip 2002). Several studies have noted that young people report a ‘sense of relief’ when they cut themselves (Kumar 2004; Laye-Gindhu 2005). This affect regulation perspective involves reducing undesired emotional states (Nock 2010) or controlling emotions such as anger, anxiety, guilt or sadness in the face of stress and mounting tension (Machoian 2001; Hawton 2004).

Anger and alexithymia

Many adolescents have reported that they wanted to relieve tension prior to cutting. One US study (Rodham 2004) found that more girls than boys had been angry at themselves before cutting, whereas another reported that general anger was more common in boys (Whitlock 2011). A qualitative study involving six young people suggested that a prominent narrative for self-harm was that it directed anger inwards (Hill 2011). This may occur in the context of poor emotional communication in either the family or the individual (alexithymia), particularly poor communication between adolescent and parent (Tulloch 1997). The relationship between alexithymia and self-injury, including cutting, has been investigated in a sample of 100 female undergraduate students and the study suggests that alexithymia is a contributing factor (Paivio 2004). A more recent study in three school-based samples found that thought suppression and alexithymia differentiated those who self-harmed from those who did not, especially in girls (Howe-Martin 2012).

Feelings of loss of control and detachment

Favazza & Conterio (1989) surveyed 240 adults who repeatedly self-harmed, reporting that 72% wanted to ‘control their mind and stop it from racing’ and that 65% found it relaxing. From a sample of 42 teenagers admitted to hospital with repetitive self-injury, three-quarters said that cutting released unbearable or high levels of tension (Nixon 2002). Dissociation and depersonalisation...
have been described in association with cutting in adults and young people (Klonsky 2003; Messer 2008). In these circumstances the unpleasant state of feeling detached from oneself or the world can be terminated by self-cutting (Kafka 1969; Miller 1974; Swenson 1999; Zanarini 2000).

Inadequate coping strategies
The findings described in the previous section overlap with a literature on unhealthy or inadequate coping strategies. Poor problem-solving and impulse control have been reported in adolescents who engage in self-harm (Webb 2002). Cutting as an expression of distress or a signal of protest and non-cooperation has also been documented (Chapman 2006), as has difficulty in coping with setbacks (Dimmock 2008) or coping with challenges faced when exploring identity, for example about sexual orientation (O’Connor 2012).

Hall & Place (2010b) conducted a factor analysis of self-reported coping strategies among adolescents. They identified three factors: social and active coping, seeking external solutions and non-productive coping. Cutting was most strongly correlated with not coping and tension reduction – items incorporated within the non-productive coping factor. The only factor significantly correlated with those not cutting was social and active coping, which included working hard and achieving, seeking to belong, and investing in close friendships. Interestingly, the ‘seeking external solutions’ factor, which included seeking professional help and focusing on the problem, was not found to correlate with self-cutting. Some young people with a limited repertoire of coping strategies may use cutting or self-harm instead of more helpful strategies.

Substance use
High-risk alcohol and cannabis use, which themselves are often seen in a coping (self-medication) context, have a higher association with self-harm in adolescence (Moran 2012). Schwartz and colleagues (1989) reported high rates of cutting in adolescent girls who misused drugs, and more recent studies continue to find that drug use is associated with self-harm in teenage girls (O’Connor 2012). Some of these young people may have unhealthy care-seeking behaviour (see below) or emerging personality disorders.

Personality disorder
Adult studies suggest that borderline personality disorder can be associated with self-cutting (Klonsky 2003), although this is complicated by the fact that predictors of self-harm in this group include coexisting depressive disorder, substance use disorder or past trauma/post-traumatic stress disorder (Wedig 2012). As this discussion demonstrates, the literature in all of these areas (discussed above) may overlap. There is some evidence that the relationship between personality and cutting may also be moderated by coping and emotion regulation (as discussed earlier) (Hasking 2010). The relationship with personality disorder is likely to be complex, influenced on the one hand by predisposing risk factors and biopsychosocial factors, and on the other by comorbid psychiatric disorders (Stepp 2012). Stigmatising terms such as ‘emerging personality disorder’ therefore need to be treated cautiously in the context of childhood self-harm as more careful research into these issues takes place.

Unhealthy care-seeking
Unhealthy care-seeking behaviour may be caused by both negative and positive reinforcement of cutting (Carr 1977). A young person who is struggling to cope stumbles across cutting behaviour and it elicits care or change that they find helpful. A small retrospective study explored parents’ reactions to adolescent self-harm (Wagner 2000). The authors report an increase in parental feelings of caring, sadness and anxiety after discovering that their child is cutting, but often no change in hostile feelings. Although many young people cut in private, a proportion hope that someone will notice that they have done so (Whitlock 2011).

From a large European study of self-harm in children and adolescents, Scoliers and colleagues (2009) identified two underlying dimensions in the reasons for self-harm reported by participants: a ‘cry of pain’ motive and an ‘cry for help’ motive. The majority of adolescents reported at least one cry of pain motive (e.g. ‘to get relief from a terrible state of mind’; see ‘Emotion regulation and coping’) and an additional cry for help motive (e.g. ‘to show how desperate I was feeling’, ‘to get some attention’). This accords with adult studies which find that the majority of individuals reported seeking a more general helping response from people in their close environment (e.g. practical support) rather than professional help.

A qualitative study of three adolescent girls in a residential unit (Machoian 2001) suggests that the inability to be heard by those around them is a relevant narrative. Some young people experience greater tolerance, time, listening or care when they have cut themselves. One study of 400 self-injury message boards on the internet found that they are helpful in providing support to isolated young people, but raises concerns that they may also normalise or even encourage self-harming behaviour (Whitlock 2006).
Cultural identification

Derouin & Bravender (2004) suggest that there exists a subgroup of adolescents engaging in cutting who are apparently mentally well adjusted and achieving at school (Whitlock 2011). Many develop an identification with others who cut themselves (Fawazza 1998).

Dimmock and colleagues (2008) used interviews to gather information from different groups who cut themselves. These included young people attending mental health services, young people whose teachers knew that they cut themselves regularly, and pupils of a large secondary school. Several young people who were identified as cutting regularly stressed the role that cutting plays within their peer group. A social perspective looks at the influence of leaders within peer culture and contagion of cutting (Hawton 2012). Among adolescent in-patients, for example, self-harm can be a mechanism to promote belonging and is sometimes driven by competitiveness (Taiminen 1998). A study of 6000 adolescents (Hawton 2010) found that far more of those who had self-harmed in the previous year had friends who had also self-harmed in the same period and that contagion may be particularly important among girls who cut themselves. These results were replicated in a study of 2008 teenagers in Scotland and Ireland (O’Connor 2012).

The media have linked goth and emo youth subcultures with self-harm, but research in this area is sparse. A longitudinal study of 1258 11- to 19-year-old goths (Young 2006) found a prevalence of cutting of 47%, suggesting that goth identification at that time was strongly associated with self-harm. However, the direction of association remains unclear. It is possible that young people with a propensity to cutting are attracted to goth subculture; alternatively, cutting could be a normative component of the subculture, influenced by factors such as emulation of associated icons known to self-harm.

The media and increasing social networking are likely to be an important conduit for cultural identification (Hawton 2012).

Treatment approaches

Moran and colleagues (2012) conducted a longitudinal study charting the natural history of self-harm. The study suggests that a proportion of self-harming behaviour in adolescents resolves spontaneously. However, early detection and management of common mental health difficulties during adolescence may not only serve to reduce rates of self-harm in adolescence itself, but may also contribute to the prevention of suicide in young adults.

A plethora of treatment approaches have been used to help young people who cut themselves, including individual, family and group therapy, music therapy, assertiveness training, communication skills training and medication (Derouin 2004; Burns 2005). There is limited research on which treatments are effective and for which groups. Pryjmachuk & Trainor (2010) reviewed the literature and concluded that therapist preferences, rather than an evidence base, are often the driving force behind interventions offered for self-harm.

There are diverse causes and associations of cutting. Given this, we build a case below, based on the growing evidence base for therapeutic interventions, for a more tailored approach to the young person and their individual situation. The following are some therapeutic options to consider. Although we have grouped them under specific subheadings, they may be helpful in a range of different contexts.

Depression

Cognitive–behavioural therapy, interpersonal therapy and medication

As noted in the NICE guidelines on depression in children and young people (National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence 2005), the largest evidence base for psychological therapy is for cognitive–behavioural therapy (CBT), with less evidence for family therapy and less still to confirm or refute the effectiveness of individual child psychotherapy.

As regards pharmacological treatments used as an adjunct to psychological therapies, NICE concluded that fluoxetine should be the first-line selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor (SSRI) antidepressant. It recommends sertraline or citalopram if fluoxetine is ineffective or not tolerated.

There is debate about whether SSRIs may increase the risk of suicidal ideation in young people. One study found a reduction in suicidality when CBT was added to fluoxetine (Emslie 2006), but another did not (Goodyer 2007). Evidence indicates that fluoxetine in combination with CBT is more effective in reducing depressive symptoms and producing global clinical improvement; the combination of treatments may also mitigate against any increase in suicidal ideation associated with fluoxetine.

The issue of cutting in depression and how this is affected by serotonin reuptake inhibitors requires further research. Although SSRIs may be helpful in depression, currently NICE guidance does not recommend SSRIs as a specific treatment for self-harm (National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence 2004; National Collaborating Centre for Mental Health 2001).
for Mental Health 2011). In addition, some young people perceive medication as a way of ‘fobbing them off’ (Storey 2005).

Interpersonal therapy is also a recommended treatment for depression, and an adapted form has been suggested for young people who self-harm, although further research is needed to test its efficacy (Jacobson 2012).

Psychosis
Acts of self-harm occurring during a psychotic episode may present as more violent than in other circumstances (De Hert 2001). Guidelines developed by work groups in the USA are based on reviews of the literature and a consensus of expert advice (Kowatch 2005). They discuss the importance of careful risk assessment and review to assess whether in-patient support may be necessary. They also suggest that evidence to date on the efficacy of lithium in bipolar disorder is compelling. They highlight the importance of involving the family and suggest that specific psychosocial therapies for the management of ongoing self-harm, such as dialectic behavioural therapy (DBT) should be considered.

In its recent guideline on psychosis and schizophrenia in children and young people (National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence 2013), NICE refers clinicians to its guideline on self-harm (National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence 2004) for advice on managing acts of self-harm in children and young people over 8 years of age.

Obsessive–compulsive disorder
Where cutting is associated with obsessive–compulsive characteristics, interventions to treat OCD may be beneficial. There is a strong evidence base for the efficacy of CBT for young people with OCD (National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence 2005). The NICE guidelines state that children and young people with OCD with moderate to severe functional impairment should be offered CBT including exposure and response prevention. Treatment should involve the family or carers and be adapted to suit the developmental age of the child. If CBT has not provided adequate relief of symptoms, the addition of an SSRI to ongoing psychological treatments may be considered following multidisciplinary review.

Emotion regulation therapies and therapies that improve coping or healthy care-seeking
Rodham et al (2004) argue that, given the considerable numbers of young people who cut themselves, clinical management should focus on prevention by encouraging alternative methods of managing distress, problem-solving and help-seeking. Compatible with this might be an approach that models and informs alternative, healthy care-seeking behaviours, positive coping and social problem-solving strategies; this could be in a family context, or in individual or group therapy.

Dialectical behaviour therapy
It has been suggested that DBT reduces self-harm. However, most research has focused on the reduction of suicidal behaviour in individuals with a diagnosis of borderline personality disorder (Klonsky 2007). Using DBT, which combines elements of CBT with emotion regulation and meditative techniques, James and colleagues (2008) found a marked reduction in self-reported episodes of self-harm, which was maintained at 8-month follow-up. However, this was a small study lacking a control group.

Many believe that DBT is promising, but further research is needed into this and other therapies that include emotion regulation. There are to date no randomised controlled trials (RCTs) of DBT in self-harm, although it has been adapted for suicidal adolescents (Rathus 2002).

Cognitive–behavioural therapy
Research focusing specifically on the efficacy of CBT for self-harm among young people (rather than for depression) is limited (Ougrin 2012). An RCT comparing CBT with treatment as usual (TAU) provides evidence that time-limited CBT is effective for older adolescents and adults with recurrent and chronic self-harm (Slee 2008). Given the evidence of a stronger association between self-harm and low mood in adolescents than in adults, and strong evidence for the efficacy of CBT for adolescents with low mood and depression (Compton 2004; National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence 2005), further research specifically evaluating CBT for young people who cut themselves is warranted. Cognitive–behavioural therapy is an ideal therapeutic modality for the development of healthy coping strategies.

Social problem-solving therapies
Research evaluating problem-solving therapy for young people who self-harm through cutting is sparse. However, there is evidence to suggest that problem-solving therapy is appropriate for young people who attempt suicide, especially where there is an element of impulsivity (Brent 1997). A meta-analysis of RCTs investigating the efficacy of problem-solving treatments for self-harm in adults concluded that problem-solving therapy was more effective than TAU (Townsend
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Problem-solving may include suggesting alternatives to the act of cutting itself (e.g. using rubber bands to snap on the wrist or holding ice cubes) or equipping the young person with social problem-solving skills for life’s challenges (Manassis 2012). Anderson and colleagues (2004) suggest that more qualitative research is needed into what young people and families find useful.

Psychoeducation

Educational programmes promoting a more communicative relationship with significant others may be helpful in reducing the prevalence of self-harming behaviour. Hawton et al. (2006) suggest that a successful mental health programme should address managing difficulties faced by young people and equipping them with coping skills. There are growing numbers of educative self-help websites for adolescents with mental health problems.

Group therapy

Young people who cut themselves often describe feelings of isolation or not ‘fitting in’, thus a group approach may be a helpful intervention for some. Group therapy can be underpinned by a number of different frameworks, but developmental group psychotherapy is the only group approach designed specifically for young people who self-harm (Burns 2005). It is currently the only intervention recommended by NICE (National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence 2004) for young people who repeatedly self-harm.

Developmental group psychotherapy is an eclectic approach influenced by CBT, DBT and psychodynamic group psychotherapy. The focus is on recovery and development, covering themes such as bullying, family/relationship difficulties, problem-solving, communication and mood, as well as self-harm more directly.

Evidence for the efficacy of developmental group psychotherapy is limited. A pilot RCT conducted by Wood et al. (2001) found that developmental group psychotherapy had a significant effect on repeated self-harm when compared with TAU. However, Hazell et al. (2009) were unable to replicate this finding in an Australian sample. Green et al. (2011) conducted a full-scale RCT with economic evaluation, concluding that the addition of developmental group psychotherapy to TAU did not improve outcomes for adolescents who repeatedly self-harm, and that there is limited evidence for cost-effectiveness.

Family therapy

Qualitative work suggests that supportive parents and family can help young people resolve interpersonal issues related to cutting (Yip 2003). Harrington and colleagues (1998) conducted an RCT of a home-based intervention for young people who had poisoned themselves. The intervention consisted of an assessment session and four home visits by social workers to conduct family problem-solving sessions. Overall, there was no significant difference between the TAU group and the TAU-plus-family-intervention group. However, the findings suggested that home-based family intervention may be beneficial for young people who harm themselves but who do not have depression. This is encouraging given our knowledge that many young people who cut themselves may not have depression, but may be struggling with coping and care-seeking behaviours.

A large multicentre RCT is currently underway, looking at family therapy as a treatment for young people who repeatedly self-harm (Cottrell 2012).

Multisystemic therapy

Multisystemic therapy (MST) focuses on improving parenting and generating enhanced community supports for young people. It is used in youth offending and other contexts. One study randomised adolescents to either MST or admission to a psychiatric hospital. Those in the MST group had fewer episodes of attempted suicide 1 year later (Huey 2005). However, this study was not specifically targeted at people who cut themselves. Multisystemic therapy may have a role for young people who repeatedly self-harm but, like CBT and DBT, requires RCTs to test its efficacy (Ougrin 2012).

Conclusions

There is an important role for communities, the media and policy makers in the prevention of self-harm (Hawton 2012), but we have focused here on cutting and interventions targeted at child and family. Terms such as self-mutilation are clinically unsatisfactory. DSM-5 creates a stand-alone category for “non-suicidal self-injury” (NSSI), involving bodily injury that is not suicidal or socially related (such as piercing or tattooing). It proposes that this clarity of definition will allow future research (American Psychiatric Association 2013). As Andover et al. (2012) point out, most groups described by various nomenclatures are heterogeneous. A good example of this is the ambiguous and fluctuating attitude that many young people who cut have towards suicidal intent. Exploring the context and motivations of cutting is a pragmatic way of finding the best intervention for each young person. It sees each young person as an individual and leads to the design of therapies accordingly. Children and
young people also cut themselves in a family, peer, social and cultural context (Yip 2005) and these influences need to be carefully considered. Services that use diagnosis as a threshold for entry to child and adolescent mental health service therapies may need to review this if the prevention of longer-term difficulties (Chanen 2012) is to be achieved. Above all, more methodologically sound research needs to be conducted to design and evaluate better-targeted preventive and treatment interventions for young people who cut their own skin.
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Young people who cut themselves:  usual first-line treatment for mild/moderate depression in a 15-year-old is:

- fluoxetine
- citalopram

1. Young people who cut themselves:
a. often raise feelings of sympathy in the professionals who come across them
b. should be treated as a homogeneous group in terms of interventions
c. are likely to attend the emergency department after cutting themselves
d. may have a range of different motivations or aetologies
e. usually have a mental illness.

2. Usual first-line treatment for mild/moderate depression in a 15-year-old is:
a. fluoxetine
b. citalopram

c. counselling
d. CBT
e. family therapy.

3. In self-cutting, the term contagion describes:
a. infection of the cut
b. influence on one person by another
c. using a dirty needle or knife that another person has used
d. a social perspective
e. fear of telling others about cutting behaviour.

4. First-line treatment for self-cutting in a 12-year-old boy who has OCD would not usually include:
a. CBT
b. exposure
c. response prevention
d. work with the family
e. paroxetine.